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AGENDA ITEM 24 

THE KOREAN QUESTION: REPORT OF THE UNITED NATIONS C01..lv1ISSION FOR THE UNIFICATION 

AND REHABILITATION OF KOREA (continued) 

Mr. MALILE (Albania) (interpretation from French) : For a number of 

years at every session of the General Assembly we have been called upon to 

examine the Korean ~uesticn, and we have arrived at no practicable result. 

Is our Organization incapable positively of solving this problem? He do not 

think so. 'Ihe stalemate that faces the United Nations on this question, as in 

the case of a number of other important international matters ~an be understood 

only if we understand the aggressive policy of the United States and of countries 

supporting that policy. In the examination of this question the United Nations, 

under pressure frcm the United States, is starting from erroneous premises. 

'I'he methods and the principles that have so far served as a basis for our 

actions, the policy of Diktat, of unilaterally prepared conditions, are contrary 

to the spirit and the letter of the Charter, and in effect make any solution 

impossible. 'J·he Korean question is basically a matter for the Korean people 

to decide, and this principle must guide all our efforts so that a peaceful 

solution of the ~uestion of Korea may be achieved. If at any moment in our task 

we forget this principle by one iota, the result of our work will not serve the 

peaceful and democratic unification of Korea. 

'I'he procedure followed thus far, which is being repeated at the present 

session of the General Asse~bly as well, is to invite to our debates the 

representative of only one of the parties in this situation. It is unjustifiable 

and makes any constructive solution impossible. 'I'his way we are only serving 

objectives which are alien to the interests of the Korean people and to the cause 

of a stable peace in that part of the world. 'I'he Korean People 1 s Democratic 

Republic should be present at our debatesj this is an imperative matter. 
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I must repeat in this same general framework that the absence of one 

of the permanent members of the Security Council, the Democratic People's 

Republic of China, a great Asian Power which is directly concerned in the 

matter, makes .it more difficult for us to arrive at a satisfactory solution 

of the problem. The delegation of the People 1 s Republic of Albania believes 

that the United Nations should not allcw itself to continue along this incorrect 

road. 'Gle must choose one of two courses. Either we are going to face this 

problem in the normal manner in accordance with the principles of the Charter 

and international law, in accordance with the most elementary principles of 

logic and equality, thus opening the road to a just solution, or else we are 

going to continue holding sterile discussions, adopting unilateral resolutions 

so as to impose the will of one party on the other, all of which cannot serve 

as a basis for a just solution of the Korean problem. 

From 1945 until the present the United States has tried, in accordance 

with its aggressive plans for Asia, by all means at its disposal to impose on 

the Korean people the regime which now preyails in South Korea. However, the 

numerous resolutions of our Organization and the armed aggression against the 

Democratic People's Republic of Korea, which the United States imperialists 

have perpetuated under the banner of the United Nations, have not enabled 

them to achieve their objectives. The heroic Korean people, assisted by 

their brothers of the great Democratic People's Republic of China, have 

defended their independence and have justly repulsed the aggression. 

'Ihe history of the events of this period has shown that nothing can be 

obtained by the use of force against the Korean people. The advocates of 

the policy of force should have learned this by now, not only as regards the 

Korean question but also as regards all international questions. Since the 

conclusion of the armistice in Korea in 1953, tlle "Cnited States Government 

has been trying either directly or through the so-called United Nations 

Commission and Syngman Rhee in South Korea, to raise more obstacles in the 

path of solving this r.ifficG.it problem. 

The peaceful solution of the Korean question is of great importance 

because it is intimately connected with the future of the Korean people and 

with the maintenance of peace in the Far East. Thirteen years after tl:c:: 

li-beration of Korea from the Japanese imperialists, the country is still 
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The maiu cause of this division is the aggressive 

policy of the United States, which is intended to transform South Korea into 

a United States military base in order to carry out the aims of the United 

States against the Democratic People's Republic of Korea and the Democratic 

Pe~le 1 s Republic of China. A very large share of the so-called United States 

aid to Korea is used for military purposes. We note in the report of the 

United Nations Commission for the Unification and Rehabilitation of Korea that 

more than half of the 1958 budget was intended for military purposes. The 

United States has given South Korea nuclear weapons, thus violatin~_the Armistice 

Agreement. Military Mnoeu·rres of United States troops and troops of South 

Korea using atomic weapons are taking place near the frontier. Provocations 

are constantly taking place to threaten peace, and they have also occurred in 

the demilitarized zone. All these provocative acts incited by tpe United States 

have encouraged Syngman Rhee to undertake new military adventures. 

because of this that he frequently appeals for a march to the North. 

It is 

There can be no doubt that such activities do not serve the interests of 

peace or the interests of a peaceful solution of the Korean problem. In order 

to solve the Korean problem, the United Nations must act in accordance with the 

provisions of the Charter. The existence of two Korean States with different 

economic and social systems is a fact which cannot be denied. The Democratic 

People 1 s Republic of Korea and South Korea have been recognized by Member States 

of the United :\fations and diplomatic and commercial relations are enjoyed 

-~~r:g ttu:. 'I:te rc::n::::cratic: Fecplc f;:; ?61-'Ublic of Kcrca is suprcrted by the 

population of North Korea and reflects the vital interests of the Korean people. 

Its Government has done everything in its power to bring about the reunification 

of Korea. It has undertaken constructive action to achieve this end by 

peaceful means. 

At the Geneva Conference in April 1954, a conference which was called to 

examine the question of Korea, the delegation of the Democratic People 1 s Republic 

of Korea proposed a series of measures for the reunification of Korea by peaceful 

means. Subsequently, the Democratic People 1 s Republic of Korea undertook 

certain important measures so as to establish direct contact between the two 

parts )f the country. It proposed that negotiations should be held between the 

North and the Scuth so as to establish economic and social relations, postal 
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services and to allow the entire population to move freely between both parts 

of the country. North Korea was ready to provide electric power to South Korea, 

which wr s tad!_y in need of it. It was also ready to provide rice to l million 

families to relieve the famine which existed and to offer concrete assistance 

to the various phases of their economy. Its Government proposed to reduce its 

armed forces and to commit itself not to resort to force. It has unilaterally 

reduced its military effectives to 80,000 ~en. All these positive measures 

were intended to create a spirit of understanding and to establish political, 

economic and social relations between the two parts of the country. This 

would contribute to reducing international tension in this part of the world 

and create conditions favourable to the peaceful unification of the country. 

Unfortunately, hovrever, the United States and the authorities of South Korea 

rejected all these just and fair proposals of the Government of North Korea. 

By taking this stand, the interests of peace and of the Korean people were 

certainly not served. 

In C'ontinuing its efforts to unify Korea, the Government of the Democratic 

People's P.epubllc of Korea proposed, in its declaration of 5 February 1958, the 

withdrawal of all foreign armed forces stationed in Korea and the organization of 

free elections for the whole country under the supervision of a body com~osed of 

representatives of neutral countries. The Government of the Democratic People's 

Republic of China supported this declaration, and on its recommendation the 

Chinese volunteers withdrew from Korea during this year. 
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At the same time an appeal was addressed to the I.Jni ted ~)tates to follow that 

example and withdraw its armed forces from >)outh Korea. The initiative with 

regard to the wi thdravral of Chinese volunteers from North Korea was welcomed by 

all peace-loving peoples and appreciated as an important contribution to the 

reduction of international tension. The people of the world waited in vain for 

the United f3tates to vrithdraw its armed forces from South Korea but, on the 

contrary, the United L;tates Government has done nothing so far to justify the 

hopes -vrhich had been placed in it,. The ;:;tate Department of the United States 

has attempted to ,justify the maintenance of the United Citates troops in South 

Korea on the ground that they are there to protect ,')outh Korea from an alleged 

attack fr0111 the north. But we are convinced -- as are a number of other 

delegations here -- that there can be no possible just ificaticn for the stationing 

of United f3tates troops in f)outh Korea. The world is well avrare - and the 

United i::Otates people are also aware -- of the fact that there is no danger from 

the north. In order to carr.cuflage its aggressive actions, the United States is 

trying to hoodwink -vrorld public opinion by presentincs arguments that have no basis. 

The keeping of United Utates troops in iJouth Korea reflects the policy of positions 

of strength pursued by the United States, and this is proved by the fact that the 

same policy is being applied in other areas of the -vrorld. 

The United [)tateG has occupied 'raivran. It sent a great number of ships to 

the Taiwan f)trai t under the pretext of protecting the United States and the 

so-called free world. It cor[jmi tted aggression in Lebanon and provoked a crisis 

in the Middle East with the same aim in mind; and, although thousands of miles 

separate these countries from the United States, this argument is upheld. But 

such a policy is doomed to a stalemate and to failure. 

It is shameful that the United Nations is obliged to cc~promise itself in the 

eyes of the 1mrld in pursuance of this policy in Korea. The report of the 

so-called United l\Jations r:ommission for the Unification and Hehabili tat ion of Korea 

reverts to the well-known ideas of the United StaC-es and presents us with no 

constructive elements regarding the :possible unification of Korea. In fact, we 

can eXlJect no positive results wtth regard to a solution of the Korean question from 

a Commission -vrhose members, in one way or another, represent the [1tates which 

participated in the Korean war or are members of aggressive military blocs with the 

United States at the head. 
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In truth, the work ac;com:plished so far by the Commission has not served the 

cause of the unification of Korea, but rather the continuation of the division of 

that country, and for that reason it would be only right that that so-called 

Commission should cease to function. 

'The report of the Corumission stresses the economic si tuatj_on in ::Jouth Korea 

but, as a matter of fact, it does not [~i vc a true picture of the economic situation 

of the vlhole country; particularly does it fail to say a >wrd about the success 

achieved in North Korea. The Korean People's Democratic Republic has made 

tremendous advances in economic, social and cultural fields. It has carried out 

successfully the first three-year plan and was able to raise by 2.8 the amount of 

total production in 1957 as compared to 1;,49, vlhich was the year prior to the war. 

In the course of the present year industrial production increased by 34 per cent 

compared to the same period of the previous year. A great deal of construction 

work has been carried out all over the country and many efforts made in the field 

of culture and education. The amount devoted to culture and health in 1':;58 has 

been 2.7 times greater than in 1954. The gradual reduction in prices of foodstuffs 

and consumer goods by 30 per cent has been cf assistance in irp··c,·ing the welfare 

of the population. 

On the other hand, the economic and social situation in South Korea is quite 

different because of the war-like policy imposed by the United States, which 

results in constant need as far as the population is concerned. Unemployment 

figures have risen to a dangerous degree. The balance of payments showed a 

considerable deficit in 1957. Industrial production decreased by 14 per cent 

in January of this year, as compared to Decer.~ber 1957. 

In order to cope with the considerable expenditures that are required to 

maintain the army, the police and the entire machinery of the State, both taxes and 

prices have increased. The United States is about to take over the reigns of the 

economic life of South Korea and to give the orders there. According to 

information in the United States Press, American corporations such as General 

Electric and Standard Oil have managed to control the chief enterprises of the 

mining, coal and electric industries of South Korea. The so-called 

United States-Korea Treaty of Friendship, Trade and Navigation serves the purposes 

of the United States monopolies and accords to them the right to dominate and 

monopolize South Korea. 
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In the :present state of aff'airs, the Chinese volunteers having been vTi thdrawn 

from North Korea, there can be no reason to leave foreign troops still in 

occupation of South Korea. In his letter of 28 October, addressed to the 

Secretary-General and the President of the J>.sseJdbly(..:.~./ C .1/810), the Minister 

of Foreign Affairs of the Korean People's D""mocratic Republic stated very clearly 

that until the United States 1\.nned Forces have evacuated ;)outh Korea, the 

unification of the country will be impossible. 

The Republic of Albania and the people of Albania welcomed with satisfaction 

the proposals of the People 1 s Democratic t~epublic of Korea ancl the People 1 s 

Hepublic of China for the peaceful unification of Korea, considering them to be 

an invaluable contribution to the cause of peace in Asia and, therefore, in the 

vrorld itself. It is most regrettable thaL;, in the course of the present session, 

no solution has been reached so far because of the negative attitude adopted by 

the Hestern rovrers. The draft resolution sublllitted by Aust:calia and twelve other 

Powers contains no :r;ositive element that wig,ht lead to the unification of Korea, 

and for this reason the delegation of Albania lvill be unable to support it and 

will vote against it. 

To arrive at a solution of the Korean questicn vre believe that it is 

indispensable that the Hembers of our Organization be e:;uided by a sincere desil·e, 

goofu~ll and objectivity, which are necessary if the problem is to be examined from 

the point of view of safeguarding the interests of the people of Korea and peace 
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l'ir. :~~_.::i~II\Y~;HCU (: ;thi Jpia): I deem it appropriate to set J:'orth the 

view of my delee;ation o.c. ac:e.c.da item 24, that is, the report of the United Na-cions 

CcJtnmission for the Unification a.c.d , :ehabili tat ion of Korea, and to explain tr.:.e 

r;ositic::n te.l::en by my Government as regards the general question of Kcree.. 

c. is 'JDe o:L the sixteen countries 1-rhich contributed military continc,ents to 

the l;ni ted ~~c::.tions Con:rr:and in ICorea. ~thiopia did not ~o to the ~(orean ',/ar for 

r~litical, economic, or any other advantazes whatsoever, nor has she 

evc1· iL 11i f ~ ,. .:spl2.y8d any hostile attitude tovard any particular country or 

r :Cast im:pellin;:c her to take a:cms ae::ainst such country 

'~ r· r:ec '· .LE::. ntrary, a:part from norffial, traditional :Lriendship tying it 

to ti:e ~'_I 'L si.:1 und the Far Last, .:_:thiopia has many thinc:s in common vrith 

't l1:1s experienced 1r2ny inJUStices and su:i.'Terinc,s in common 

'\vi th the c JunLJ.·iec. c:-f sia and the iar :=ast. It has cocmnon problems of political, 

economic, social and cultural import 11ith the countries of ~sia and the FarEast,the 

together vith the countries o:L 1~sia and the Far East by lofty principles, such as 

those enunciated in the i;eclaration oi' Bandung. These manifold relations a:r:d 

coiT:mon interests ;·hich j,thiopia has 'dith tbese countries, aD.d iD.tends, not only to 

maintair:. but c.lso to _ :_"tiler pl'cmote are, I believe, sm"ficient proof that it has 

no intentiol'l t2 take any action desicned to harm the interest cr well being of 

e.ny oce of t:nerc_;. 

As it nas been very often stated by ~is r esty the ~mperor of Ethiopia, the 

i' the ,•;thiopian Governrilent is leased UfOl1 tHo main principles. 

~te first o:L these is the strensthenins of the collective security system of the 

Uei tec1 I:a t:Lons c.mcl f~1ll ccj-operation vri th the l':r:i.ted l'Jc.tions in all matters 

the r-euce and the L:,eneral uell cein,; :Jf the peoples of t,he vrorld; and the 

seccrd is to cc-c!r:.:erate vri th all :peace -loving nations of the -vrorld, in :particular, 

':lith those of ,frica and J,sia, in all questions of common concern. 

Cur policy fur o. system c:L collective security of the 'lnited Nations 

stems from the c:::;nv icti,:_>n tbat the safety and, indeed, the very 

ir1der:endent existence of sme,ll ccuntries like ours, the,t have no sufficient means 

to clefend themselves at.ainst exten1C1l ac,c,ression, depend upon such strong system 

of collective security. 
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Gthers may doubt the validity ol:' this conviction of ours. But we hold the 

view t~at the security of the small nations can never be ensured unless and until 

the , :em-bers of the United Nations, in :r:articular the small nations, exert their 

determined efforts for an effective system of collective security, to be a 

reality ;;rithin the United Nations. .:e say this from experience. \le say this 

because we believe that, had there been such an effective system of collective 

security uithin the old League of Nations in 1934 throuc;h 1936, the safety of 

:;:;;thicpic;, could have been r::,uaranteed; the League itsel1' vTOuld not have collapsed, 

and J;-el'haps the ;jecc·nd :.rorld \Jar might not have ensued. 

'Tl'1e n1a.chinery for collective action by the United Fat ions to rer;el aggression 

and tc; ma.intain international peace and security is there in the Charter, as it was, 

to a certain extent, in the Covenant of the League of Nations. But, as the 

failure of the League to apply the machinery provided for in the ":ovenant of that 

Organization has brought to use the vrords of the Charter of the United Nations 
11 untold sorro1-r to mankind, n vre believe that the failure of the United Nations to 

apply the machinery provided for in its Charter not only would render such Charter 

provision meaninr::,less, but it would also brinr::, to mankind much more disaster, 

:r:erhaps hitherto unknown. 

It is, therefore, this consideration -- the consideration of the necessity to 

apply the collective security system provided for in the Charter -- which motivated 

the ~thiopian Government to promptly respond, in accordance with Article 43 of the 

Charter, vhen the Security Council called u:r:cn all members in 1950 to contribute 

troops to the United Nations Command to agsressicn in Korea. We did this 

with other like-minded countries, in spite of our limited resources, both military 

and financial, because vre believed that such action would strengthen the system of 

collective security, vrhich alone could euarantee the peacei:'ul existence of all 

nations, in :r:articular of the small nations. 

Thanks to the collective action by the United Nations, the situation in Korea 

today is not vrhat it was in 1950 or in 1951. However unstable, however unreliable, 

there has been peace throughout lCorea since the Armistice Agreement was signed in 

1953. ~xtensive reconstruction vork has been carried out in the Hepublic of 

South Korea, and the economic achievement of the Republic since the J,rmistice 

.hgreement is considered to be remarkable. Simj.larly we have heard statements from 
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some delegations here that nctable procress in economic and other fields has been 

made in North ~oTea. This could, naturally, not have been possible if it were net 

for the temporary :;_:-eaceful condition existint; in both parts as a result of the 

];.rmistice 

This is, of course, a good start, leading to the ultimate objective for which 

the United Nations Force 11ent to Korea; that is, a stable and las tine; peace; and 

we should, there:Lore, spare no effort in sear chins for -vrays and means by , hich 

this temporary peace could be transformed into such a stable and lasting one. 

But lastinG r:eace dces not seem possible in Korea as len,; as the present artificial 

situation r:e:r.'sists: as lone; as Korea remains divided into t1m hostile camps. 

Korea must be reunified through peacPful means if normal conditions are to be 

restored in that country on a P€TIL2LE:nt basis, which, my delegation believes, is 

the fundamental objective of the United Nations. 

It is encouraging to note that there is no difference of opinion on this 

fundc:tmental issue here in the United Nations, nor is there any between the Hepublic 

of Korea and the North Korean authorities. T'he di1 ference is not on the 

fundamental objective, but on the procedure to achieve that objective. It must be 

admitted,houever, that this difference on procedure is an important difference. But 

I do not believe that the difficulty to reconcile ~he differing views are such that 

they cannot be r•rcrccrre, provided that all possible efforts are exerted by all 

concerned, and that all possible 1rays and means of contact and exchange of views 

are made available fer the r;arties directly concerned. 

There is no doubt that, unde:r_" normal circumstances, one of these ways and means 

to settle differences would be to bring the opposing r:arties together to listen to 

the arguments of both, and to make a decision or recommendation, as the case may be. 

In fact, this -vras the argument of a number cf dele 0 ations in the present case, when 

they pre] ,osed that representatives of tlH" Jlorth Korean authorities ehould be invite: 

alonL vrith those of the Republic of Korea) to farticipate in the discussion of the 

Korean quest:ion, which ar!_:;ument my dele;__pticE finds it diffict 1 1 t to accept, for 

reasons which I am to explain. 

In the opinion of the Ethiopian dele:__,ation, this question has its legal as well 

as pcli tical asr;ects, and these tv10 aspects LQUSt be c:msidered separately, if the 

desired end is to be achieved 11i thout comprcmisint~ the :;;;osition of any :;;;arty. 
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The United Natiorcs has already taken a position on this question. It has 

1eclared itself that there was only one Government for Korea, and that that 

Government -vras the Government of the Republic of Korea. The same United Nations 

which thus de~ ared itself cannot, therefore, invite the Government of the Republic 

and the authorities of North Korea to sit here on an equal basis without 

cc,mpromisins its legal and moral fOsition. 
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In our vievr, any decision of this august and respected Organization should 

not be based, in the first place, upon short-sighted political expediencies 

designed to serve the interest of one or the other group of 1'-iembcr C)tates. It 

should be based instead, upon principles designed to serve the general interest 

of all peoples of the vrorld and to promote peace arro:o.g all no.tions of the ;;vorld. 

But once the United Nations bas made a decision, such decision should not be 

disregarded or sidestepped simply because it is not to the liking cf one or the 

other group of I'iember States. 'I'he United Nations must not 1raver as regards 

decisions it has taken, if its legal and YLOl'al authority is to remain unimpaired 

and respected. 

The position of my delegation is therefore tha~ legally,the United Nations 

bas taken a definite stand on the lCorean question and it must maintain that stand. 

But politically, the United Nations can help, in the opinion of my delegation, 

to facilitate solution of this difficult problem vritbout compromising its legal 

position. It can direct or encourage the tvro parties most directly concerned to 

seek agreement on all outstanding questions separating them, through mediation, 

conciliation or other means of their choice, outside the United Nations. If 

such agreement can be reached, the United Nations can act later in conformity 

•,ri tb the wishes of the parties concerned. 

This method of settling differences outside the United Nations, but through 

the direction or encouragement of the United Nations; is provided for in the 

Charter, and I believe that it can be resorted to in this case. This is one way 

in 1-1hich the United Nations can help to bring the two parties together vri tbout 

compromising its position. If there are other -vrays and means by vhich the t-vro 

parties concerned can be brought together, all such ways and means must be explored 

by the United Nations, because, unless force is resorted to, the settlement c-f 

all outstanding differences betvreen North and South Korea, as -vrell as its peaceful 

reunification, can only be possible if :_;cnd vrhen the parties most directly 

concerned agree. Such agreement can only be possible vrben the parties are brought 

together to discuss their differences, perhaps vri tb the assistance of mutual 

friends. 
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The United Nations has t-vro main objectives in Korea: first, to repel 

aggression, and secondly, to restore normal conditions through :peaceful 

reunification of that country. The first objective may :perhaps be considered as 

achieved, inasmuch as the aggressor has been expelled from ~he territory he 

invaded. But -vrhether or not the :present tem:r;orary armed :peace could be transformed 

into genuine and :permanent :peace depends upon the achievement of the second 

objective, that is, the restoration of normal conditions through the :peaceful 

reunification of Korea. 

My delegation cannot accept, therefore, the argument of some delegations that 

wi thdravral of United Nations forces "•Thile the armies of the opposing sides are 

facing each other across the frontier, -vrould make it easier for the two :parties 

to settle their differences. On the contrary, -vri thdrawal of United Nations 

forces under the :present circumstances not only ;;rould make resumption of 

hostilities :possible, but it vrould also :perpetuate the division of Korea, which 

-vre all deplore. In our vieii, the :presence of United Nations forces in Korea, 

while deterring aggression against South ICorea, has never been and can never be 

a menace to the North. It has brought :peace to Korea at least temporarily and 

has reduced tension considerably, thus giving the :parties directly concerned full 

opportunity to think and reason in an atmosphere of calm, vhich is necessary in 

settling differences of this nature. 

My delegation believes, therefore, that the United Nations should direct or 

encourage the :parties directly concerned to get together along the lines that I 

suggested a moment ago, -vrhile United Nations forces are still in Korea, if the 

resumption of hostility or the perpetuation of the division of Korea is to be 

avoided. As to Hho should supervise the general election of an all-Korean 

National Assembly, the countries participating in the Korean var, on behalf of the 

United Nations, h:we :proposed that the Unit-ed Nations should supervise such 

elections, -vrhile the Comnunist authorities of North Korea preferred a neutral 

nations body to undertal~e the tasl;:. 

'Ibis too is a :proper subject requiring the agreement of the parties most 

directly concerned if only they could be brought together. In any case, there 

is a fundamental :principle involved here to vhich my delegation attaches great 

importance. In reserving the position of the Ethiopian Goverr..ment as regards this 

principle, my delegation, on behalf of ~~thiopia, as one of the sixteen countries 

contributing forces to the United Nations Curnnand in Korea, has co-sponsored the 

draft resolution contained in document A/C.ljL.217 and vlill vote for it. 
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Hr. HERRARTE (Guatemala) (interpretation from Spanish): The sad and 

lamentable history of the Korean people in its painful tragedy teaches humanity 

a number of lessons. First of all, it proves to us the methods of cruelty 

utilized by one systeffi to impose itself on the world, inasmuch as after the last 

war there vrere those of us who still believed in the coexistence of States and 

the fact that aggression bad once and for all been vriped out from the earth. 

Secondly, it bas been a bard test fol' the United Nations to see to it that 

its decisicms are respected and to impose peace, using collective measures to do 

so. Thirdly, it also teaches us ".rbat can be done by human effort, vTi thin an 

atm'Jspbere of freedom, as -vri tnessed by the rapid recuperation of the Korean 

Republic after the horrors of vmr. This question bas been the subject of lengthy 

annual debates in the General Assembly because it has always been an important 

issue. 

The last events are surrmed up adequately in the Report of the United Nations 

Commission for the Unification and Rebabili tation of Korea (t\./3865) 1·1hich was 

submitted to the present session. My delegation is happy to congratulate the 

members of the Commission for the important -vmrk -vrhich they have accomplished, 

despite the grave difficulties that have beset theffi at every step. 

Notwithstanding what has been said on this thorny question, I should like 

briefly to make known the vievr of the delegation of Guatemala as regards this 

extremely arduous and difficult matter. It is true that the problem is old, but 

it is still up to date and new to us of the free nations of the -vrorld· lU though 

the United Nations bas not been able to solve the question entirely, the repeated 

~csitio:c of the United Nations ir::.dicates conder.mation for acts of aggression and 

also reiterates the desire of the United Nations to vrind up this problem once 

and for all in accordance with the principles of the Charter. 

The aggression against the Republic of Korea, with the determined intervention 

of Communist China, is something that is known and bas been proved historically. 

Upon the appeal of the Republic of Korea, our Organization, in fulfillment of its 

fundamental duties and in accordance -vrith Article 1 of the Charter -- which gives 

full authorization to the Organization to intervene in order to repel acts of 

aggression -- sent a United Nations expeditionary force to Korea, uhich achieved 

an armistice but -vrbicb was not able to solve the serious problem of the 

reunification of Korea, a country which, by its history, by its tradition, by its 

customs and language, was one nation and should have remained so. 
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The General Assembly has stated its purpose, namely, 
11 to bring about by peaceful means the establishment of a unified, 

independent and democratic ICorea under a representative form of government, 

and the full restoration of international peace and security in the area; 11 

(General Assembly resolution 1180 (XII)) 

The only way to establish that united and democratic Korea is by means of 

free elections supervised by the United Nations. But this logical, practical 

and sincerely expressed measure was opposed and continues to oe opposed with 

subterfuges by those Powers that wish to stimulate and encourage communist 

designs. The presence of United Nations troops in Korea, Hhich went there to 

re-establish peace,has been criticized bitterly, and yet the aggressors are 

called "volunteers 11
• He are also told that the United Nations forces should 

withdraw from l(orea while the free elections that were supposed to be held 

have not as yet been held and a legally constituted government has not been 

elected for all Korea •tlhich truly reflects the desires of the people. The reason 

for this is that the aggressors wish to renew their aggression and oppose 

elections supervised by the United Nations. There can be no comparison between 

the so-called nvolunteers 11 of Communist China and the linited Nations expeditionary 

forces since the latter vrent there to repel the at;~ression of the forrr.er. 

Furthermore, the United Nations forces have been reduced to the bare minimum. 

For all these reasons my delegation enthusiastically supports the draft 

resolution submitted by .Australia and twelve other countries (A/C.l/L.2l7) 

because we believe that the United Nations is thus repeating its intention to 

bring the unificiation of Korea by peaceful means and for free elections. 

Otherwise, He would be sanctioning aggression and abandoning our position of 

equity and justice, a position that must guide the actions of the United Nations. 

He cannot shirk a responsibility vrhich wee'2'Jkl•tlhen the harmful effects of 

aggression, which caused that responsibility to be assumed, still exists just 

because a certain number of years have passed. If the so-called Chinese 

nvolunteers '' have already left Korea, as has been stated -- and this should be 

approved by our Organization -- then the interested parties have only to accept 

the idea of free elections supervised by the United Nations, and then a unified. 

legal government will be set up in Korea. 'Itc Cr_i ted I\cticr:.s ccull~ tten 

ccnsidcr its tu:k o.cccrrplisbcd, it could withdrew its troq:s teo.1.-::::e its Ir.cin 

duty 1 to do away with oggressicn end r.:aintain peccc in tte f~:.r Iu~ t 1 ted been 

o.cccrrlic:hed. 
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Mr. DELGA~O (Philippines): It was the determination of the Philippine 

delegation to participate in the debates during this session of the Assembly on 

controversial matters in a conciliatory manner and to contribute towards 

agreements aceeptable to all. It was also our desire to assist in removing 

tensions and to help minimize, if not eradicate, recrimination and charges, so 

that goodwill may prevail in all debates. 

But no sooner had the final vote been taken on the disarmament problem than 

the opposing camp publicized the hackneyed and unfounded charge that those who 

had voted for the successful resolutions had been improperly pressured, with all 

its disagreeable implications. It is because of this that we are constrained to 

participate in the present debate in a detailed manner, in an endeavour to show 

that as in the past our position now is based exclusively on the facts as 

established by the best available evidence and their analysis through logic 

and reason. 

Emphasis has been laid on the industrial and agricultural progress made 

during the last few years by the North Korean Democratic People's Republic, based 

entirely on self-serving statements; but we still have to hear from its 

protectors how the officials of that Government have been elected or appointed. 

On the other hand, we have the several annual reports of the very Colliillission of 

the United Nations, showing not only progress on the material side but also the 

use of truly democratic processes in the election of the highest officials and 

members of the House of Representatives of the National Assembly of the 

Republic of Korea. He particularly call attention to Chapter III of the latest 

report of the United Nations Commission for the Unification and Rehabilitation 

of Korea (Supplement No. 13 (A/3265) which sho-vm undeniably that the President 

and Vice-President, as well as the members of the House of Representatives of 

the National Assembly, were elected in a free election which compares favourably 

to any free election held in the truly democratic countries of the world. The 

best evidence of the success there of the two-party -- or shall I say the 

multi-party -- system is the fact that while the President belongs to the majority 

party the Vice-President was of the opposition party. Not even the United States 

gives such extraordinary democratic proof as what has happened in the election. 
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As we face the problem of Korea once again, we wish it were possible to 

assure ourselves that it has been brought nearer to solution. The truth is that 

it has not. Korea remains the painful symbol of the irreconcilable divisions 

of our time. 

\Je note this fact with disrray, but at the same time with a strengthened 

determination to explore all the avenues which will bring a just and democratic 

solution within the realm of the possible. There are two reasons why the Korean 

question is of the utmost importance: first, it is a test of whether the freely 

given 'dishes of a majority of the Assembly can be flouted indefinitely; and 

secondly, it is a test of whether this majority can tolerate an artificially

fostered strife to develop into a condition of permanent civil war. 

The United Nations will stand in grave default if it refuses to recognize 

these issues. Fortunately, we do recognize them; and it is principally because 

of this that -vre choose to keep the question of Korea alive, in spite of the 

constant and humiliating disappointments which have attended our search for 

agreements. 
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The past year has not been altogether barren of encouraging developments. 

Irrespective of the motives behind the action, the withdrawal of the Communist 

Chinese Volunteers from North Korean soil and the recognition by the Communists 

of the principle of free elections under neutral supervision constitute a gain 

of sorts. They vTOuld seem at first sight to indicate a softening of the 

customary intransigence of the Communists in respect of Korea. 

Unhappily, the hopes that we entertained upon receipt of these announcements 

proved unfounded. He nov realize in the light of the subsequent exchanges of 

notes between the Unified Command and the Communist Chinese Government that the 

Communist proposals cannot become the basis for concrete agreements. 

The key proposals of the Cornmunists cover two points: first, the 

simultaneous withdrawal of 11 foreit;n11 troops and Chinese volunteers from South 

and North Korea respectively; and, second, free elections under the supervision 

of a neutral organ following the withdrawal of troops. 

The inequity of the first proposal is easily exposed when vle recall that 

Cornrnunist China borders North Korea and that the volunteers, even if they 

wi thdre-.l, could remain on call at a moment 1 s notice. On the other hand, the 

Unified Co1nmand would have to retire to bases beyond the immediate geographical 

vicinity of South Korea. Agree.nent on this proposal therefore would expose South 

Korea and ttc ~nited Nations position to rraximum risk while affording 

maximum protection to the Corr®unist lines of defence and offence. 

Moreover, in the absence of supervision and control, there would be no 

guarantee that the Chinese volunteers would in fact completely withdraw from 

North Korea. It is true that Corr®unist China has offered to allow the Neutral 

Nations Supervisory Commission to oversee its ovm initial withdrawal stages, 

but everyone knows that in the past the Corr®ission had been unable to exercise 

its functions satisfactorily, precisely because of the roadblocks, legal and 

illegal, which North Korea had throun in its path. 

Regarding the second proposal, its tone of reasonableness evaporates on 

closer examination. First of all, it is necessary to note that the Communists 

have made the holding of free elections conditional upon the complete withdrawal 

of troops from both parts of Korea. Their subsequent refusal to make the 
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clarifications requested by the Unified Command serves to strengthen the 

suspicion that they have no intention of holding free elections in accordance 

with the mandate of the United Nations, and that the offer of free elections is in 

fact a transparent attempt to secure troop wi thdrmvals and thereby obtain a 

military advantage in Korea. 

The sequence of withdrawal follovled by elections as proposed by the Communists 

is a disturbing one. It overlooks the fact that the United Nations Command is 

in Korea for a specific purpose. At the behest of the General Assembly, the 

Command is engaged in the necessary tasl\: of maintaining stability in the entire 

region and of promoting the conditions which would lead to the realization of 

the Assembly's rurposes in Korea. To ask those troops to leave before those 

objectives are attained is to negate the wishes of the Assembly and to ensure 

the defeat of the principles upon vlhich the whole United Nations action in Korea 

was premised. 

Let us bear in mind the two points on which the CoiT~unist Chinese Government 

has remained conspicuously silent. Does the neutral organ envisac;ed by the 

CowMunists to supervise the elections mean that these elections would be unuer 

United Nations auspices? If we lcept the proper perspective, it is unthinlmble 

that they should be under auspices other than that of the United Nationsj for 

the Korean vTar was not a mere conflict between nations or blocs of nations but 

a just action by the community of nations against a proven aggressor. 

The second point is also significant. In the event of agreement on free 

elections, would the composition of the Korean National Assembly reflect, in 

proportion, the entire Korean people? Or vmuld this Assembly, as the Communists 

had proposed at one time, be composed of half North Korean representatives and 

half South Korean? It is important to knov1 beforehand, because the Communist 

alternative is no solution. It would merely perpetuate the tragic division 

which nov exists and further aggravate the malady by leaving no hope of redress 

for those who desire the unification of the country through democratic means. 

The other day the representative of the Soviet Union expressed the hope that 

the reunification of Korea would be achieved according to the wishes of the 

Korean people. This is an admirable attitude and it is one which on the face 

of it accords fully with the purposes of the United Nations. For our part, 1ve can 

~ 
I 
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only hope that in saying these words we and the Soviet Union attach the same 

meaning to them. For there is only one way by which 1ve can achieve the unification 

of Korea 011 c, jtl.S ~~ J equitable and de~~nocratic l:::a._sis, a:r.d ttnt is l:::y proportior.ate 

representation in the National Assembly through the medium of free elections 

under United Nations auspices. 

This is the main burden of the draft resolution before us. He consider 

it a privilege to co-sponsor it. 

I wish to add that a fev minutes ago I received a copy of the note 

corr®unicated on 10 November 1958 that is, today -- by the Ivlinistry of Foreign 

Affairs in Peking to the United Kingdom C:.1.arge d 1 affaires there for transmission 

to all the nations of the United Nations Command in Korea. If it ·Here not so 

lengthy, consisting of two pages in single space, I should be glad to ~uote it. 

However, after a very mtnutR :c;·; of the terms of this last note, I find 

nothing new in it. It is only a reiteration of the charges and ~l·''!'Ar~i~on;; 

made against the nations of the United Nations Command in Korea and it is also 

a reiteration of the proposals that I have just tried to show 8.L2 inegui table, 

unjust and no solution of the problem of Korea. They insist on a withdrawal 

of all foreign troops prior to free elections and they insist on supervision 

by a neutral nations organ. May I ask, are not the members of the Commission 

sent by the United Nations actually made up c .. both sides of the controversy? 

\lhere can \ve find neutral nations (hc,;t would not be on one side or the other in 

this controversy? For these reasons, I deem it unnecessary to go any further 

into this new note, lvhich vill be broadcast over all the 1oadio systems concerned, 

I understand, sometime tonight. 

Hr. SHAHA (Nepal): It is nov ten years since the birth of the 

Republic of Korea, a country v7hose progress has been a source of great and 

continuing interest, especially to the peoples of Asia. The development of Korea 

and the problems it has thus far overcome have been in no small measure due to the 

efforts and assistance of the United Nations, and our support ·~t~ill continue 

to play a role in the furt"her grmvth which is essential to a politically stable 

and peaceful Asia. 
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My delegation believes that our objectives in Korea have not changed. He 

must strive for an independent and unified Korea, one in which both the North 

and South can combine their political, economic, social and moral resources 

allcl put them to effective use for the entire country. Secondly, we must worl\: 

tovlards ti.1e staiJilizal:.io.l of peace and security in the area, removing the 

burdensome fear of foreign domination so that all e:i'.{or-..;s may be constructive 

efforts and not merely indications of a struggle for survival. Finally, there 

must be free and fair elections, enabling the entire population of Korea to 

determine their own government and chart their own future. 
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\Je are all avrare of the :progress that has been made in Korea during the 

ten short years of its existence. PoliticEJlly, there has been a remarkable 

effort to set up the machinery for the growth of democravy, and this effort has 

met -vri th a great measure of success. In the social field, we have seen the 

development of an educational system and a considerable rise in the standards of 

health. Industrially, the country has made rapid strides, and the general 

standard of living has been improved. He are :pleased to note that progress is 

still going on, and we admire our Korean friends for their determination and 

strength, -vri thout -vrhich none of this would have been :possible. 

Ho-vrever, -vre are distressed to find that the growth of Korea is still being 

hampered by a basic disunity. Korea is a country -vrhich, in history and 

actuality, cannot be considered in t-vro separate :parts. The North and the South 

are inextricably bound together in every :phase of national life. They must be 

considered together if they are to be considered at all. Toget:r_e r they form an 

entity, capable of a healthy measure of self-sufficiency, and capable of self

government. The interests of the North and the South are complementary, 

economically and socially, and it is for these reasons that ve feel that the 

unification of Korea is a goal the importance of -vrhich cannot be minimized. The 

Koreans have shmm immense courage in their fight for sustained :peace and 

\~e, like several other delegations here, -vrelcomed the nevrs about the 

-vri thdra-vral of the Chinese Volunteers from Forth Korea which may in the long run 

prove to be a step forvrard in the solution of the Korean question. 

1l.S regards the matter of free and fair elections, we believe that in ICorea, 

as else1rhere, only by giving the people a right to determine their mm government 

can we hope to see them grow and take their place beside other independent nations 

in the international community. It had been suggested that elections take place 

under the supervision of the United Nations, or some subsidiary body of the 

United Nations. This proposal has not met vi th much success, ho-vrever, and no 

facilities have been made available for a United Nations observation group. In 

the opinion of my delegation, there should be some means for ensuring that 

elections in Korea be conducted in a free atmosphere, -vrhether it be under the 

aus::_Jices of the United Nations or some other impartial international agency, 

created especially for that :purpose. 
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Unfortunately for the Korean people, the unification of their land is, vTi th 

the passage of time, being more and more affected by the political division in our 

world. It is becoming more and more a part of the bigger issues in international 

relations which, unfortunately, are yet to be resolved. The fate and future for 

Korea, particularly, for the present seem to depend on the emergence of a newer 

and healthier outlook on international relations as a whole, with the gradual 

relaxation of tensions and the removal of the present atmosphere of fear and 

suspicion which prevails in the world betv1een nations. Until international 

relations attain new health and vigour,we are afraid the Korean unification, 

which has become so much a part of the general peace settlement in the Far East, 

will not be accomplished, regardless of how much we might sympathize with the lot 

of the Korean people themselves. 

He honestly feel that we cannot contribute to the solution of the Korean 

question in any way by taking a stand on the resolutions, one way or the 

other, because as I have tried to show, the solution of this question depends 

on the all-round improvement in international relations -v1hich may still take 

some time. For the time being, all that we can do is to hope and pray that the 

United Nations objectives in Korea will be fulfilled in due course, and until 

ttat happens, peace will be maintained in that land under the supervision of the 

United Nations. 

Mr. BCUZA (Uruguay)(interpretation from Spanish): Since 1954 this 

Committee, and the General Assembly, have considered the so-called Korean question. 

The item is a hardy perennial on the agenda of our Organization. I think I 

should stress that at every session of the General Assembly, and by decisions 

adopted by important majorities, the Committee has ahmys recommended -- and the 

General Assembly bas decided -- to call to the attention of the Communist 

authorities concerned the continued determination of the United Nations to bring 

about, by peaceful means, the establishment of a unified, independent and 

democratic Korea, under a representative form of govern~ent, and the full 

restoration of international peace and security in the area. 
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The .i1ssembly has further called upon these authorities to accept the 

established United Nations Gl;,1er::t:iyr-:; in order to achieve a settlement in KoreL:c 

based on the fundamental principles for unification as set f'orth by the nations 

participating on behalf of the United Nations in the Korean l'olitical Conference 

held at Geneva in 1954 -- principles that vrere in due course reaffirmed by the 

General f1.ssembly. The General ;l.ssembly has always urged l,} _" same authorities 

to agree at an early date on the holding of genuinely free elections in 

accordance vrith the principles enr,orsc:i by the General ;',ssembly. Finally, the 

Assembly has requested the United llations Commission for the Unification and 

Rehabilitation of Korea to continue its work in accordance vri th the relevant 

resolutions of the General .l.ssembly. 

The fundamental principles f _;~_· -;:;r_E: unification of Korea, to IIhich these 

decisions of the General i'cssernbly refer, appeared in the report submitted to the 

United Nations on the Political Conference on Korea helcl in Geneva in 195)_~ by 

the countries participating in the action of t,he United Nations in Korea, and 

they re~d as follows: 

11 l. In accordance with the Charter of the United Nations, the 

United Nations has a perfect right to take collective measures to 

repel aggression, restore peace and international security, and 

exercise its good offices so as to achieve a peaceful solution in 

Korea; 

n2. In order to set up a unified, indelJendent and democratic 

Korea, genuinely free elections should be held under the vigilance 

and aegis of the United Nations to elect representatives to a ger'eral 

assembly, the representation being in direct proportion to the indigenous 

population of the whole of Korea. n 

That report, with these principles, was adopted in resolution 811 (IX) of the 

General ;,ssembly at a meeting held on ll December 1954. 
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I never thought that too rrany dialectical efforts would have to be expended 

to make it obvious that the true, genuine and stable unification of Korea could 

only be carried out by means of genuinely free elections whereby the people of 

Korea could decide upon their destiny of which they are the sole arbiters. 

That is the only democratic way of expressing the political desire of a people 

and this way also accords perfectly with one of the fundamental principles 

of our Organization. 

\Jbere genuinely free elections are not held, where the indispensable 

multiplicity of public views are not listened to, when there is no freedom for 

expression of views on the part of the people, where the people are not allowed 

to enjoy the right to express their will and their desires, where the opposition 

is prohibited even from existing, where the Press, radio, films, theatre, arts 

and sciences are activities which only follow orders from above, where thoughts 

and ideas are not expressed, where elections are held merely to give a sim~le and 

vain appearance, where there is only one sound to be beard, where 99-9/10 per cent 

of the population is told hew to vote, where there is no safeguard of classic 

individual rights and the economic and social rights of man that will permit of 

a dignified life to all human beings, where there is no assurance of the exercise 

of freedom and liberty against any unjust oppression, where there is no 

independence of property, where the power to exploit one's neighbour is the only 

power that exists, where correspondence is violable, vrbere privacy is not 

respected, where people are not allowed to have their spiritual freedoms and 

where expression of thought is not allowed unless censored, there can be no 

democratic life, there can be no true democracy. 

I do not think I am abusing the expression when I say that democratic 

means are the only means of achieving the results that we are see~dng. 

In order to respect these principles, the delegation of Uruguay warmly 

supports and will vote in favour of the draft resolution contained in 

document A/C.l/L.217 and submitted by Australia, Belgium, Colombia, Etbicpiu, 

France, Greece, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Fbilippines, 'I'hailand, Turkey, 

United Kingdom and the United States of America, which reiterates the decisions 

of the General Assembly to which I referred when I began my statement. 
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In view of the circumstances in Korea, of the damages caused by war, of 

the tJcocy intervention and Df the constant tbrects, we feel that this draft 

resolLtion reaffirms a concrete desire to achieve a unified, democratic and 

independent Korea with a representative form of Government which vrill ensure 

the restoration of peace and security in the area. Vie will thus be reaffirming 

the double objectives of the United Nations in Korea, l(t.ich n.re undoubtedly 

iuterlinked. We are t~us proving that we are trying to achieve the unification 

vrithout overlooking the principles that have been constantly supported by us. 

These are the principles that must be applied. 

There is no need now to revive the tragedy of the lCorean war or to live 

through it again, although it is true that we cannot forget that between the 

forces of the Unified Ccrrmand of the United Nations 4co,ooo victims resulted, 

without counting the fact that countless persons lost their lives, their material 

possessions and their homes in l<.:orea. 

I think that we should pay tribute to the sponsors of this draft resolutioL 

vrhen they mentioned elections as the only derrocratic vray of expressing the 

will of the Korean peoples in accordance with the principles of the United Nations, 

since vre are all bound to abide by such decisions. lie feel that this draft 

resolution clearly seeks the ~~ificaticn of Korea, but vrishes to achieve it along 

the only lines possible vrithin the purvievr of our Organization and its principles. 

l~e could never countenance unification under despotism since it would only lead 

to the strengthening of totalitarianism. 'I'herefcre, vre feel that this draft 

resolution is a necessary and a determined reaffirmation of the principles of the 

United Nations since it clearly restates them. Only by these means can we 

achieve a solution in Korea, without leaving ourselves open to games tl1at we 

do not lmovr too well. 

The report of the United Nations Commission for the Unification and 

Rehabilitation of Korea that is before us for consideration at the present 

session points out that that Ccrumission took note of the information gathered 

from the Press that elections took place in North Korea. on 27 August 1957. It 

also stressed that the authorities concerned, as in the past, did not make it 

possible for the United Nations to control such elections. 
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ncn 5 February 1958, tte North Korean authorities issued a statement 

on 1the measures that should be taken without delay for the peaceful 

unification of Korea under the present situation. 1 'Ihey proposed: 

n(i) That 1the U.S, army and all other foreign troops including 

the Chinese People 1 s Volunteers should be simultaneously withdrawn from 

North and South Korea 1 ; 

11 (ii) That 1within a definite period after the complete withdrawal 

of all the foreign troops from North and South Korea, all-Korea free 

elections may be conducted under the observation of a neutral nations 

organ 1 ; 
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n(iii) That for the discussion of ~uestions pertainin6 to economic 

and cultural exchange between the North and South and to the all-Korea 

elections, negotiations between the North and South based on e~uality 

should be realized at an early date and that free communication, travel 

and economic and cultural contacts between the North and South should 

be facilitated; and 

'' ( i v) That the armies of North and South J(orea should be 

respectively reduced to the minimum in the near future.n (A/3865) 

This ~uotation is from page 2 of the Report of the United Nations Commission 

for the Unification and Rehabilitation of Korea. 

Two days later the Government of the Chinese People's Republic published a 

declaration supporting this proposal and seconding it, describing it as an important 

contribution on the part of the Government of North Korea; and a few days later on 

22 February 1958 the Communist side of the Military Armistice Commission transmitted 

to the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission a nstatement of the General 

Head~uarters of the Chinese People's Volunteers,u dated 20 February 1958, according 

to which the Chinese People's Volunteers, follm-ring a proposal made by the 

Government of the People's Republic of China after discussion Hith the North Korean 

authorities had 11 decided to wi thdrmr from Korea in stages and complete trJE~ 

vrithdrawal before the end of 1958'1 • 

In later ri<:cJarations from the Communist authorities concerned it Has said that 

the Chinese People's Volunteers had already been partially withdrawn 

The Commission stated that this occasioned an exchange of notes between the 

Government of the united Kingdom on behalf of the Governments of the countries 

which had contributed forces for the United Nations force in Korea, 3-nd the 

Government of the People's ~epublic of China. In the note of the united Kingdom 

satisfaction is expressed at the fact that the authorities of North Korea and 

the People's Republic of China appeo.red to be in favour of free e=:J r::ct icns; ;:,;--d tte 

note also states that the united Kine:;dom received with pleasure the announcement 

that the Chinese forces vmuld be 'tTi thdrawn from North Korea, but seeks clarification 

regarding the interpretatj_on to be e:;i ven -by these authorities to the principle of 

free elections, in view of the fact that nevrs had been obtained that the 

representatives of North Korea had made various statements in Peking and Moscow to 
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the effect that the puq::ose of sufervision by a neutral nations organization is not 

to intervene in the elections. The United Kingdom therefore stated that the 

Governments of the countries concerned 1vould be glad to knmr whether, when the 

North Korean authorities speak of a 11 neutral nations organization 11 to supervise 

the elections, they accept that these elections should be held under United Nations 

auspices and that there should_ be adequate supervision not only of the preliminaries 

but also of the elections themselves. 'rhey also stated they \·Tould be glad to know 

whether it was accepted that representation in the new National Assembly would be 

calculated in proportion to the indigenous population. 

As all members of the Committee know, this clarification was not forthcoming. 

Therefore, 1-re can conclude, when all is said and done, only the withdrawal of 

foreign troops -- which is the way the United Nations forces that were sent there 

to fulfil the express mandate of the Charter to defend the basic principles of 

international law, are described -- only this withdrawal will satisfy the conditions 

laid down by the North Korean authorities for a peaceful solution of the Korean 

question, including the holding of free elections. Only when this condition is 

complied with uill the Governments of North Korea and China propose that a 

conference be held with the countries concerned with the aim of completing 

negotiations for a peaceful settlement of the Korean problem; and therefore, once 

all foreign troops have been withdrawn from Korea these conversations might begin. 

According to this viei·T, the so-called Chinese People 1 s Volunteers would have to 

wi thdravr only a few kilometres, whereas the already reduced forces of the ... 
United Nations in Korea, defenders of law -- and may I say parenthetically, 

follovring the Icrmistice more than 275, CCO men were vri thdrawn from Korea, leaving 

behind only two divisions and reserves, and the United Nations provided for these 

forces to remain in Korea as necessary to achieve the aims set forth in 

sub-paragraphs (a)and ~)of the operative part of resolution 376 (v) namely: 
11 (a) All appropriate steps be taken to ensure conditions of 

stability throughout Korea; 
11 (b) f,_ll constituent acts be taken, including the holding of elections, 

under the auspices of the United Nations, for the establishment of a 

unified, independent and democratic government in the sovereign State 

of Korea; 11 
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these United Nations forces, I say, would have to withdraw to their own countries 

or their bases, which, as the representative of the United States so clearly 

pointed out a few days ago, means nothine:, less than transporting them enormous 

distances avray from Korea itself. 'I'herefore, the intention is to establish an 

equation, taking elements, however, that are completely heterogenous. Vlhat 

analogy can be found between the vi thdravral of the so-called Chinese People 1 s 

Volunteers to the frontier of Korea and the lvi thdravral of the United Nations 

troops lvhich were entrusted with their mission by this Organization to establish 

and maintain peace as vell as to unify Korea? 

'I'he representative of the United States of /,merica correctly recalled in his 

statement t:Cat once before the troops that some representatives here call the 
11 foreii.Sn troops': had been -vri thdrawn from Korea, and that later the Communist 

authorities of North 1Corea, pursuine; their policy of· ac;gression, had invaded the 

South, and that set the stae;e for the trae:,ic conflict the consequences of which 

are still beine; lived throue:,h by us and suffered by the people of Korea. 

'1'he de_r;arture of the United Nations forces immediately and without delay would 

leave the objectives set forth in resolution 370 (v) .J~ , _ J:; l,~i. It would also 

frustrate the aim that the United Nations vishes to see achieved in Korea, that is 

to say, a unified, independent and democratic Korea. 'i'he armed attack unleashed 

in July of 1950 against the .Republic of Korea by the fm.'ces of North Korea, forces 

which invaded the terri tory of the Republic of Korea ..: = oi-:c:; the 38th Parallel 

made it most draKaticaliy evident that the system of recsional security was 

insufficient. 'I'nere was no previous aec:reement that -vrould cover that area of the 

-vmrld, but the Security Council, actinc; in accordance vith the report of the 

Sr;ecial Ccr~mission of the United Nations vhich -vms in the field, found that there 

vas incontrovertible proof of an EJ.ct o.:.· ae:.gression and armed attack, and therefore 

could recor<Jmend to !'!'embers that they help the victim of the ac;gression. 'I'he 

Security Council adopted the resolution by 9 votes to none, 1-rith l abstention, 

Yugoslavia, and with one country) the ;:;oviet Union, absen·~, thereby deciding and 

affirminc; that the armed attac.k -vras a breach of the _r;eace, requiring immediate 

cessation of hostilities and immediate Hi thdravml of forces to the area behind 

t:Ce 38th farallel. 
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11. fevr days later, by a vote of 7 to 1, note was tal<::en of the fact that the 

authorities of North Korea had not ceased hostilities and had not withdrawn their 

armed forces behind the 38th Parallel. Since urgent military measures were 

required to re-establish peace and international security, it, was recommended 

that Members of the United Nations should supply the Republic of Korea with the 

required assistance so as to repel the armed aggression. All this indicates 

that the various stages were undertaken in accordance with Chapter VII of the 

Charter. 

First, we tried to avoid bloodshed. He also tried to avoid the further 

aggravation of the situation, allowing sufficient time for peaceful methods of 

arriving at a solution. It was only vrhen we savr that the provisional measures 

-vrere not able to repel the age;ression that we recorr·mended that force should be 

used in the legitimate self-defense of the victims of aggression. 

Thus, the resolutions of the Security Council, supported by fifty-three 

:Giembers of the United jJations, and the decision of sixteen countries to 

contribute vvi.c,h their armed forces to the legitirrate self-defense of the victim 

of aggression, became the first example of organized collective military action 

to repress the crime of agGression in the field of international relations. In 

this rranner the great majority of the Members of the United Nations took their 

stand. 

The essential element in this was that the aggression drew the condemnation 

of those vrho vrere not directly affected by it. The simple recommendation by the 

Security Council was sufficient to arouse the Members of the General Assembly to 

act together in fulfilment of the most essential of all the purposes of the 

United nations, as set out in Article 1 of the Charter, to take effective 

collective rreasures to suppress acts of aggression or other breaches of the peace. 

It is perfectly obvious that new horizons ~Yere opened in the field of 

collective security. With the resolution of the fifth session of the General 

Assembly, I·Thich made 'che Assembly competent to act in the field of collective 

security, ue have witnessed the most constructive step taken since the 

San Francisco Conference to rraintain international peace. Undoubtedly the 

five great Po~Yers still bear a heavy responsibility vlhich they assumed in Europe 

in the nineteenth century, but the new system has also added responsibilities 
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to the role of the smaller Utates in connection with international peace and 

security. Since the smaller nations lack the military power for aggression 

and conquest, they represent a very important influence for peace and international 

law. The smaller nations are devoted to peace. They are countries which 

cannot be suspected of conspiring to rr,ake war. It is therefore among the small 

nations that the true judges can be found to determine impartially whether or not 

aggression has taken place and what measures should be taken to repress it. 

That is why, after careful consideration of the question, we have decided 

to speak in this debate and to express our views. He cannot accept the views 

expressed by the representative of the Soviet Union at our meeting on 5 November. 

He stated that there are two States in Korea. As far as we are concerned, there 

is only one Korea and only one Korean people with one history and one tradition. 

\Je are convinced that when the Korean people can once again really express their 

·Hill, they will unhesitatingly reject any attempt to rraintain the division. 

The present situation in Korea is the result of a military situation of the 

Second Horld \Jar when the f)oviet Union began its domination of the area north of 

the 38th Parallel. This is a part of history which is too close to forget. 

Since that tiTie the unification of Korea has been i!:'..;n,rrpered. Korea has not been 

able to establish itself as a unified democratic State. 

Hembers will recall that in all the i\ssembly resolutions at the various 

sessions, the only feasible solution has always been warmly supported by the 

United States, -vrhich acted as the champion of peace and law when the United Nations 

required the assistance of Member States to repel aggression. 

Our rr,ain concern must be that violence cannot b~ used as a solution of 

international problems. The la-vr of the strongest must no longer prevail. The 

principles of our Charter and of international lm-r !r,ust regulate the bchavicur of 

peoples and relations betw.::en States. A great jurist and humanist of our 

country, Dr. Jose Irureta Goyena, stated that aggression concentrates itself at 

the sm1e time as it grows. It Q;Oes from the individual to the family, from the 

fariJily to the city, from the city to the State, \le have seen aggression retreat 

through the endless roads of history,and the State is the last bulwark of 

aggression. If aggression could be eliminated in this last bulwark, justice would 

tal\:e its place and the selfish rcoti ves of the cave dwellers -vrould be wiped from 

the mind of man. 
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And why not? Because if the justice of the family is substituted for that 

of the individual; the society for that of the family, and the state for that 

of the city, why is it that the justice of the community of states cannot once 

and for all replace the justice of the state itself? 

Hhen voting as we have stated vle shall vote, we intend to imply that lve 

insist that the United Nations will not shirk its responsibility before the 

Korean people. The Korean people have a right to live in accordance vli th their 

desires, to live in their entire territory and in full enjoyment of all their 

freedoms. 

\Ie hope that the draft resolution will be adopted by an overwhelming 

majority, and I add my voice to the appeal made by Mr. Tinaud, representative 

of France, that the authorities of North Korea and the Governments supporting 

it will bow to the inevitable and accept the holding of free elections leading 

to a reunification of the country according to the desires and the will and the 

interests of the people, as set forth in the draft resolution before us. 

Mr. ZORIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (interpretation from 

Russian): He are approaching the end of our debate on the Korean question. The 

Soviet Union delegation has listened carefully to the statements made by other 

delegations and, as we listened to the s~eeches of the representatives of the 

United States and some other countries, we wondered whether the United States 

representatives were not carried out away by their rocket launchings towards 

the moon, and whether they were thus carried away to the detriment of their 

sense of observation as to what is happening on earth. 

The Korean question has been under discussion for more than ten years and 

it has not moved forward one iota. Even the representative of Australia, whose 

Government is so active in UNCURK, was constrained to acknowledge in the course 

of our deliberations that, as he put it, no substantial progress had been 

achiev€~d towards the unification of Korea. He was too reticent and too 

eurbemistic in his remarks. Not only has there been no substantial progress 

why not say it? -- no progress has been achieved towards the unification of 

Korea. 
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Now why is it that progress is lacking? The United States, the United 

Kingdom, Australia and certain other representatives told us that North Korea 

and the People's China would not listen to or obey the United Nations which adopts 

a resolution on the question every year. They will not obey the United States 

and all those others who maintain troops in South Korea. They will not heed 

the behest of these countries and the conditions which these countries would 

impose. They are -- listening to the statements of the representatives whom I 

have mentioned -- naughty and disobedient children and the United Nations, 

presumably, should spank them for being so naughty. 

At the same time, the representatives of the United States, the United 

Kimgdom and some other countries spoke about the alleged aggressiveness of the 

People 1 s China and of the People's Den:ocratic F\epublic of Korea. And in so doing, 

for some reason, they overlool<:ed the simple fact that it is not China which 

maintains military bases off the shores of the United States, but it is the 

United States which occupies South Korea and a part of China's inalienable 

terri tory, Taivmn. It is not the Chinese fleet which steams up and down off the 

shores of the United States, but it is the United States fleet which threatens 

the vital centres of the Chinese People's Republic. Th~y forgot to mention that 

it is not C~inese military leaders who threaten the population of the United States, 

but United States Cabinet members and generals who boast of their readiness to 

use atomic and hydrogen weapons against the People's China and its population. 

All the charges levelled at the People's China and the Korean People's 

Democratic Republic are utterly groundless and they have been bandied about in 

this Committee in the absence of representatives of the People 1 s China and the 

Korean People's Democratic Republic. United States representatives and 

representati~es of other countries apparently assume that this situation will 

continue for all time. But the majority in this Committee will surPly agree with 

us that the time is bound to come when the Chinese People's Republic will come 

to the United Nations, when the Korean People's Democratic Republic will assert 

its rights as well. Surely everyone will agree that the time for the restoration 

of the People's China's legitimate rights is not so very far away; and then the 

People 1 s China will come here and will supply ansv1ers to all these slanderous 

outbursts against its policy, and it will present its invoice to all those 

slanderers who so boldly speak in the absence of the legitimate representatives of 

the People's China. 
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At the same time, it has been given to us to listen here to the representative 

of South Korea. In his speech, quite apart from a number of slanderous allegations 

against North Korea, there was one passage to which I should like to draw the 

attention of the Committee. The representative of South Korea said: 
II Some solution is going to emerge -- whether it be by force or 

by reason, in war or in peace." (A/C.l/PV.975, ~. 23-25) 

Now, one is bound to raise the question, why would the representative of 

South Korea present such an alternative? 
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vlliy does he not only talk for the peaceful way of solving the Korean question? 

Hhy does he contemplate the two possibilities, either by force of war, or by 

reason and peace? It would seem to me that this statement of the representative 

of South Korea is not accidental. It is in keeping with the frame of mind and 

temper that prevails among the ruling circles of South Korea, and that is 

encouraged and fostered by the United States and by all those -vrho maintain 

occupation troops on South Korean territory. 

In July 1958, the South Korean President said that, at any cost, Communism 

must be put to an end, and he said only a very strong policy of liberation is 

compatible -vri th the foundations of democracy. Statements of this kind by 

Syngman Rhee and other South Korean leaders are disseminated in very large 

publications in South Korea, and they frequently find thei:c -vmy into the pages 

of the American Press as well. South Korean leaders, like the representatives 

of the United States, continue to dream not only of a peaceful unification of 

Korea, but also a warlike way of achieving that objective. And, surely, this 

represents a manifest danger. That is why the delegation of the Soviet Union 

and the delegations of a number of other countries have emphasized the point 

that in the question of the unification of Korea a specific course must be chosen, 

and that is, to exclude alt)gether any military solution of the question, to 

ensure a peaceful unification of Korea only. And this is only possible on 

condition that foreign troops are withdra-vm from both parts of Korea. 

During the past year an important change has occurred in the situation in 

Korea, a change which all truly political men cannot fail to notice. The People's 

Volunteers have been withdrawn from North Korea.. Even though representatives 

of individual countries for some reason -vrould not send a representative corrmission 

to Korea to ascertain that the People's Volunteers have, in fact, been wi thdrmm, 

and however much these representatives, I say, may disparage or question this fact, 

their statements can, nevertheless, be disregarded. The People's Democratic 

Republic of Korea and the Chinese People's Republic likewise called for the 

withdrawal of American and other foreign troops from South Korea. \Tas this a 

legitimate derrand? Surely, no objective observer, whether politician or statesman, 

will deny that foreign troops have been 1-ri thdravm from North Korea. It is only 

legitimate to raise the question of the withdrawal of troops from South Korea. 
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\·That was the response to this legitimate demand on the part of those -vrho speak 

of the unification of Korea and the liberation and the freedom of Korea? 

The Australian representative ·Hho spoke here told us that the -vri thdraual 

of United Nations troops from South Korea vTOuld have vi tal importance because 

and I ~,ish to draw attention to this -- it -vrould remove the fundamental safeguard 

or guarantee that, at some time and in some -vray, the unity, freedom and 

independence of the "\vbole Korean people uill be secured. Conseq_uently, the 

thinking of the :mstralian representative is that United Nations troops, or, 

rather, 'l.illerican troops supply the guarantee that, at some time and in some manner, 

the unity, freedom and independence of the whole Korean people will be secured. 

'I·his statement cannot be construed in any -vray other than tbis: tbat in order to 

unify Korea and secure tbe freedom and independence of the 1rhole Korean people, 

foreign troops n:ust be l~ept there, and, presumably, they must be h:ept there 

because they are tbe ones -vrho will carry out this unification of Korea. Surely 

no other sense can attach to the statement of the representative of Australia. 

So, as you see, in that statement, the representative not of South Korea, but a 

member of the United Nations Commission for the Unific8tion and Rehabilitation 

of Korea expressed the thought, not of a peaceful unification, but of a military 

unification. 

The representative of the United States 'ilho spoke in this Committee likewise 

spoke of United Nations troops as constituting a guarantee or a safeguard, and he 

spoke of the impossibility of witbdrmring these troops from Korea; and then he 

passed on to the topic of free elections, on 1-1hicb be had this to say: 

"If the corrmunist authorities concerned really desire a settlement in 

Korea, they need only give evidence of their sincerity on the q_uestion of 

free elections. So far, regrettably, they have failed to do so. 1:-Jhy, it 

might be asked, are these communist authorities opposed to free elections? 

\-li thout doubt they fear the results of a free expression of opinion by the 

Korean people, just as they fear freedom of opinion anyvrhere in the 1-rorld. 

The prospect entailed by free elections and free expression obviously 

frightens the communists because they recognize that they vould be 

ovenrhelmingly repudiated. 11 (A/C .1/PV. 973, page 64-65) 
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But it is permissible to ask the representative of the United States: 1'7hy 

are you afraid of getting your troops out of South Korea? Hhy are you afraid 

of free elections after the withdrawal of American troops from South Korea? Are 

you scared lest the South Korean population repudiate your stooges, Hho are 

maintaining themselves on the bayonets of your troops? 

You speak of free expression of the -vrill. According to the rules of 

American democracy, is the freedom of expression of -vrill secured by foreign 

troops 11ho are foisted on a foreign terri tory? It suffices to put the q_uestion 

in this manner to reveal the spuriousness of the assertions of the representative 

of the United States, who spealm of freedom and democracy, and then ensures 

such freedom and democracy by dint of foreign bayonets. 

1-!e are opposed to the type of freedom and democracy that is imposed by 

the bayonets of foreign troops, and that is why we, incessantly and urgently, 

demand the withdrawal of foreign troops from the territories of other countries. 

If you stand for freedom and democracy, go ahead and elicit democratically the 

free expression of the people's will. Get your troops out of there, lest and 

before the Korean people itself thro-vTS them out. 
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The representative of the United Kingdom, in his speech here, told us that: 
11 
••• at an earlier stage in our deliberations here, it was suggested that 

unification might well be achieved if only we were to get the two sides 

round a table." (b./C.l/PV.975, page 54-55) 

Then Sir Pierson Dixon went on to say that: 
11 Very often, indeed, this is the right way of settling differences ••• " (Ibid.) 

I was about to agree with Sir Pierson Dixon wholeheartedly, but then came the 

f~ycff in the next part of the sentence: 
11 

••• but, in my submission, it is not applicable to the present case. 11 (Ibid.) 

Novl there was q_uite something. Everything sounded right and proper and then came 

the utter non sequitur that it is not applicable in the case in point. 'YJhy is 

it not applicable for North Koreans and South Koreans to sit around the same 

table and settle their differences peacefully? \~by is this not applicable in 

the case of a people which by force of concatenation of circumstances over the 

past ten years has found itself split in two and now has the will and deter.mination 

and desire to be unified? Hhy can you not do without foreign nurses, foreign 

nannies and foreign troops who are supposed to guarantee and secure and safeguard 

the freedom of the Korean people? He fail to understand logic of this kind. 

\le take it that the representative of the United Kingdom simply could not 

venture to follow his own accurate logic at the beginning, perhaps because he 

sits in such close propinq_uity to the representative of the United States, and 

this I profoundly regret. Among the orators, however, there were some of the 

members of that camp which maintain,or at least used to maintain, troops in 

South Korea, and who repeatedly helped adopt resolutions which endorse the 

general policy of the United States of America, the United Kingdom and other 

countries that participated in the Korean war. 

I cannot pass over in silence, for example, the speech of the representative 

of Canada who, at the very end of his speech, very modestly and reticently 

expressed certain thoughts which are distinctly worthy of attention. He said: 
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"Yet we cannot make progress towards reunification unless we understand 

what it is that we can do and what, in the light of the facts of the 

situation, we cannot do." (A/C.l/PV.976, page 8) 

Then he added the following: 
11 \}e must not cling to attitudes and formulae which do not fit the facts," (Ibid.) 

I -vmuld suggest that this statement of the representative of Canada was a wise 

one. 'rhe time has come no longer to cling to positions and formulas which are not 

in keeping with the real facts. 'Ihe time has ccme to float down out of cosmic 

space and on to our sinful earth. 'Ihe representative of Canada added the following, 

departing somewhat from the frameYlor:~: of his previous statement: 

"Yet we cannot probe for new positions as long as 1·re are faced with nothing 

but intransigence from the other side. 11 (Ibid.) 

He concluded by saying that his delegation Ylould vote for the draft resolution 

sponsored by Australia and tYlelve other countries. I can note that the 

representative of Canada tried to put one foot on the soil of sound and relevant 

facts. But then he shyly pulled it back and stood again on the old and Ylhat he 

thought safe and sound positions as set out in the draft resolution of 

Australia and the other tlvelve countries -- the old familiar soil. 

Nevertheless, the thoughts of the representative of Canada may well cause 

those -vrho Ylill vote in favour of the thirteen-Pmrer draft resolution to ponder 

the fact that the time has ccme to take new steps in a ne-vr direction. 

'The representative of Japan also was shy but a consistent follower of the 

position adverted to by the representative of Canada. The representative of 

Japan said: 

"He believe, however, that the modalities through which these principles are 

to be embodied, can be flexible if certain conditions are accepted ••• The 

implementation of these principles is flexible in the sense that the General 

J,ssembly is and Ylill always be competent to modify past resolutions and 

adopt new ones." (A/C.l/PV.977, page 47) 
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In other wo~ds, the representative of Japan adhered to the statement of the 

representative of Canada and let it be understood that he recognized that the 

~odificcticn of previous United Nations resolutions on the Korean question was 

possible and might be desirable, and that the General Assembly is competent to 

tal\.e such a reasonable step. 

'Ihe fact that thoughts of this kind have been expressed by the 

representative of Canada, who has been a party to the general policy with regard 

to 1Corea, and by the representative of Japan, vlho has also supported, as a whole, 

the policy of the countries whose position is expressed in the thirteen-Paver 

draft resolution, this circumstance has given us some second thoughts. 

Apparently the ne-vr situation which has obtained within the last year at least, 

seems to have called for or required a review of certain old positions and surely 

has compelled the representatives of these countries to thiru: of a new way of 

approaching the solution of the Korean question. 

In this connexion, we should lil:e to draw attention to the speeches of 

many representatives in this room, especially representatives of Asim1 countries, 

who urged the necessity of finding it possible to review some old positions, 

finding or displaying scme spirit of conciliation,which was mentioned by the 

representative of Ceylon and which even the representative of the Philippines 

seemed to touch upon. 

·. ~. '· 
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The Joviet delegation, like the delegations of other socialist countries, 

has repeatedly raised the question, and raises this question now, of the 

necessity of reviewing the old policy •.rith regard to Korea, a policy •,vhich has 

found its expression in numerous resolutions adopted in past years, a policy 

vhich, hmrever, has manifestly not moved the unification of Korea one step 

nearer. The old policy on the Korean question, the old 1-my, must be dropped. 

'Ihe l<:orean People 1 s Democratic Republic and the Chinese People 1 s Republic are 

not naughty children,after all. In fact, may I suggest that they are not 

children at all. Those who have not succeeded in forcing them to do something 

by force of arms \vill surely not be able to force them to do scmething by means 

of draft resolutions, especially draft resolutions that are adopted by the force 

of votes of members of military blocs of the ;!estern Powers. 

A realistic path must be chosen taking :r.tD account the real state of 

affairs instead Of engaging in rnR~- i.FtS ::' .c;s and fane ies J instead of floating 

fancy-free tovrard the moon. It is time to ccrr..e down to earth. If ~;re take a 

realistic look at the present situation, then I submit that there can be no 

doubt that only the ·w-ithdrawal of foreign troops frc·m Korean territory -vrill open 

the dour to genuine negotiations, to genuine steps to bring both sides of 

Korea closer together, bringing closer together the tvro States 1vhich are 

actually and very really existing in the t·.ro parts of Korea, getting them 

unified pe-=:cefully. That is one vay. Tbere is another vray, the ~;ray of ~;;rar. 

If anybody Hants to take that path again, he is bound to rue the day he takes 

that decision. 

The old approach must be abandoned; •,,-e rr_ust n.bar_dcn tbe rrethcd cf seeking to 

impose one 1 s mm positions on the other side, especially in the absence of that 

other side. 

Tne representative of the United ;;tates and the representatives of the other 

countries that have co-sponsored the present draft resolution can dravr some 

consolation, I suppose .• from the fact that they are likely to put this resolution 

through by a certain majority of votes. But I submit that this is a poor 

consolation. \Je can tell them this: You are perfectly free to adopt another 

resolution, but this will not change anythine; in Korea. 'Ihe adoption of anC'ther 

resolution of the same type that has been adopted over the past few years -vrill 

only shovr that in reality you are opposed to the peaceful unification of Korea, 

\ 
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that you are corrmitted to have Korea continue divided. You want to keep South 

Korea as a military marshalling area for aggressive actions against North Korea 

and against the Chinese People's Republic. In the opinion of t11e Soviet 

delegation, this is a policy which had best be dropped and the qu:i.cker the 

better, both for the prestige of the United Nations and for the sake of all of 

those -vrho are indeed eager to achieve the peaceful unification of Korea. 

Today the United St&tt6 is still in a position to gather enough votes to 

put through its resolutions. Perhaps tomorrow the United States will no longer 

be able to do so because those who already have certain misgivings and qualms, 

but who are unable to break through the vicious circle t0 which they have been 

ccrunitted ever since the beginning of the Korean Har, will by then have dropped 

out. 

The Soviet delegation will vote against the draft resolution sponsored by 

the United States and certain other countries whose troops participatedin the 

Korean \·iar, or who otherwise participated in the Korean Har, because the Soviet 

delegation feels that this draft resolution will bring no solution of the Korean 

question. It merely puts the stamp of approval on erroneous decisions adopted 

previously, decisions whose incorrectness have been proved by life itself. 

\-fe are opposed to the division of Korea. ~le favour the peaceful unification 

of Korea. That is why we urge the withdrawal of all foreign troops from South 

Korea and the solution of the question through peaceful negotiations between the 

Governments of North and South Korea. 

The CHAJRMAN (interpretation from c::.r=a:1is~:): Hith the statement we have 

just heard from the representative of the Soviet Union, the list of speakers in 

the general debate is concluded. There are some representatives who have asked 

to be allowed to exercise their right of reply. The first is the representative 

of Sweden, and I now call on her. 
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Mrs. ROSSEL (Sweden): Since the representative of Ceylon in his 

statement this morning made some remarks as to the responsibilities of the Neutral 

Nations Supervisory Commission, of which Sweden is a member, I wish under 

rule 116 of the General Assembly's rules of procedure to mal\:e the follov7ing brief 

observations. 

First of all, I want to recall that the Neutral Nations Supervisory 

Commission derives its existence from the Korean Armistice Agreement and that 

the terms of reference of the Commission are laid dovm in articles 13 and 28 of 

that A~reement. It follows from these articles that the task of the Corrmission 

is limited to certain clearly-defined functions of control, inspection and 

investigation. 

As the Swedish Government has stated on various occasions, it has for a 

number of reasons not been possible for the Commission to exercise even the 

above-mentioned limited functions assigned to it by the Armistice Agreement. In 

this connexion it might be recalled that this situation has led the Sv7edish 

Government to consider vhether Sveden should continue to serve as a member of the 

Commission. It is also obvious that under the present mandate the Commission is 

able to act only on the basis of agreement by the two parties to the Armistice 

Agreement, and consequently is not err":.,i tl.ed to assume any tasl\: of such a l\:ind as 

uas suggested by one of the parties to the Armistice Agreement in requesting the 

ITeutral Nations Supervisory Commission to supervise the vithdraval of the Chinese 

volunteers. There can, therefore, be no doubt that the position of the 

Commission in this matter 11as taken in full accordance with its duties and 

responsibilities. 
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(Mrs. Rossel, Sweden) 

Hhat I have said now does not, of course, mean that the Swedish Government 

would be indifferent as regards the efforts to find a positive solution of the 

lCorean problem. On the contrary, we are most anxious that a peaceful and 

equitable settlement of this vital question should be reached. 

I•Jlr. HICiillNLOOPER (United States of J\ffierica): I scarcely think it is 

necessary to make a categoric reply to many of the things that have been said 

here. I think the facts, the evidence and the history make the replies self

evident. I should like, however) for just a moment) with your indulgence, and 

exercisin~ the right of reply, to recount a few facts of history. 

In the first place, it is undisputed that the division between North and 

South Korea was occasioned solely to accept the surrender of the Japanese forces 

in the peninsula of Korea. It was thoroughly agreed, as members will recall, 

that immediately +.tereafl P ,. : J~,," question of unification and free elections in 

Korea was to be decided and to be implemented. This the Soviet occupying forces 

in North Korea adamantly and consistently refused to grant. They even refused 

to reply to the requests for the implementation of that agreement. 

The question of freedom of elections perhaps can be referred to as a matter 

of definition. The overwhelming nmnber of nations of the world know what free 

elections mean. 'I'hey mean elections where the citizen has a choice, where he 

can freely exercise his choice to vote yes or no, either on candidates or on 

issues. He can have a selection of candidates and he can vote in secrecy and 

with the protection vrhich a free government could give him. Those are free 

elections in the eyes of most of the world. A.pparently, under the Soviet 

philosophy of free elections,one has freedom to vote yes for the ruling clique 

but has no freedom to vote no against the ruling clique. That, apparently, is 

the Soviet definition of a free election. There is a vital difference of 

definition, apparently. 

1Jith regard to the matter of the troop withdrawals about which we have 

heard so much, I once heard an old saying that 1vas attributed to a very wise 

fel.low. He said, "If you deceive me once, shame on you; if you deceive me twice, 

shame on me.u Ue of the free 1wrld have been deceived once on a troop withdravral. 

In good faith the United Nations 'lli thdre\-1 its troops from Korea, and the deception 

immediately began. 

1 
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(Mr. Hickenloo~er, 
United States) 

It has been said here repeatedly by the Soviet bloc that South Korea was 

the aggressor. Hell, if dE::f'endin,z one 1 s terri tory after having been invaded is 

aggression, then it is a new, or at least a novel and distinct, definition of the 

term 11 aggression11
• I think I do not need to belabour that point as to who vms 

the aggressor in the Koreanwar. 

overwhelmingly. 

This body has decided that question 

The representative of the Soviet Union said that the United States 

desired to hold elections in Korea at the point of illllerican bayonets, or words 

to that effect. The United States has never sponsored the holding of elections, 

nor the determination of regimes, at the point of illllerican bayonets. I can only 

say that I prefer the policies of the United States and the rest of the free 

world to the ruthless suppression of freedom and the bloody putting down of the 

aspirations of those who desired freedcm in Hungary. I prefer the methods which 

the United Nations desires to use, rather than the methods which the Soviet Union 

used in the recent Hungarian catastrophe. 

Mr. FORSYTH (Australia): I should like to mal'-e a brief reply to a 

remark by the representative cf the Soviet Union in his statement made this 

evening. In one passage the representative misinterpreted the statement made 

in this 6itutt: on behalf of the delegation of Australia. In effect the 

representative of the Soviet Union interpreted tbe "--custralian statement as 

saying that the purpose of the United Nations forces nc,, in Korea is to bring 

about unification by force. Of course, this vras n'Jt the meaning and not the 

intention of the passage which the Soviet representative cited out of its context. 

He also ignored another passage in the ~ustralian statement which gave our view 

on the purpose for -vrhich the United Nations forces remain in Korea. My statement 

is on record and, read as a whole, it will not bear out the interpretation placed 

upon i_+ by the representative of the Soviet Union. 

Tberc is LO intention to suggest that United Nations forces would ever be 

L£cd fer ogcreEsicn, ~nd the very idea is absurd. The United Nations forces 

rata1JJ..,:f,tf Kcrea 1n order to ensure that there will not be a new aggression from 

the l'Jorth. It is in this sense that the statement 1ms made: to preserve 

conditions in -vrhich a peaceful solution will be possible. 

\ 
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The CHAIRlJi.i:,H (interpretation from Spanish): 'Ji th the statements that 

vre have just beard) we have novr concluded the general debate on the Korean 

question. In accordance with the general practice followed in the United Nations) 

1-re should now proceed to specific consideration of the one draft resolution that 

is before the Committee: namely) that contained in document A/C.l/L.217) a draft 

resolution submitted by thirteen countries. 

Er. i\l>ir,Dl.':O (lcrgentina)(interpretation from Spanish): I should like to 

speak on a point of order. In vievr of the late hour it can hardly be presumed 

that vre shall finish the debate on this item today) considering the stage we are 

now at. Therefore) for this reason and because some delegations might wish to 

exchange viewpoints on other problems connected wi tll our vrork) I would request 

you) Er. Chairman) to submit for the consideration of the Corrmittee ;:;, proposal 

to adjourn the meeting until tcrrorrciT rwrn~ng. I make a fonr:al rrotion that ue 

c.ajcurn nc;;r and reconv.:cnc tcrrorrcvT rrorning. 

'l'he CH).Iflii)AN (interpretation frcm Spanish): The representative of 

"crgentina has made a motion for the adjourn_ment of the meeting. 

the rules of procedure) I must put this motion to the vote in:mediately. 

The proposal for ad,4 ournment ;.ms adopted by 48 votes to none, with 

19 abstentions. 

'I'he CH"'I.2l'iL\N (interpretation from Spanish): 'I'he Committee will 

reconvene at 10.30 a.m. tomorrow to take up the specific n:e.tter of the fu'aft 

resolution presented on the Korean question. 

The meeting rose at 5.50 p.m. 


